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DUQUESNB LlOllT COMPANY&

Flux Reduction Program

IN'IRODUCTION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has amended the rule for Pressurited Thermal Shock
effective June 14,1991. Westinghouse Electric Corp., NATD, was contracted to provide the
projected values of RTpn for the reactor vessel beltline materials as required in 10CFR50.61. The i

bounding requirement for the calculatul values stated that plant specific information shall be
considered which includes crc <lible surveillance capsule data as defined in Regulatoty Oulde 1.99
Revision 2. The Unit I reactor vessel capsules meet these requirements and, therefore, the test data
was used for the first time in determining the RTpn values. The resulting RTpn value at end of
license life for the Unit I controlling material execeds the PTS screening criteria for plate by 10F.

In accordance with 10CFR50.61, "For cach ptessurized water nuclear power reactor for which the
value of the RTPTS or any materialin the beltline is projected to execed the PU screening criteriaf
before the expiration date of the operating Ilcense. ...the licensee shall submit... an analysis and -

- schedule for implementation of such flux reduction programs as are reasonably practicable to avoid
exceeding the screening criteria... "

.

' ANALYSIS 4

The analysis for the required flux reduction is contained in the attached WCAP.13208,
' EVALUATION OF FLUX REDUCTION OPTIONS FOR BEAVER VALLEY UNIT I FOR
REACTOR VESSEL LIFE AT. TINMEN'1". The evaluation is based on the results of the
assessment submitted to the NRC December 16,1991|1j, as required by 10CFR50.61.

_

The analysis identifies three basic operational issues affected by radiation embrittlement; heatup and
cooldown pressure temperature limits, upper shcif energy, and pressurized thermal shock.The
pressure. temperature ilmits contained in the Technical Specifications were addressed in the

- November,1988, response to Ocncric Letter 88-11, as were the PE values prior to the mandatory
|i . Inclusion of surveillance capsule results; The pressure temperature limits contain adequate margin
! for operadon and will be periodically updated based on fluence projections and results of

. surveillance capsule data ,

*

The upper shelf energy was determined to be acceptable at the projected end of life, compared to the
,

!= 50 ft-Ib minimum, using paragraph 2.2 of RG 1.99 Rev. 2.

' The PTS values for the reactor vessel materials at Beaver Valley Unit I were previously presented
-

L- , in WCAP-13106 [2| as part of the 10CFR50.61 December 1991 submittal. Updated flux information,
,

|- . available as a result of the vessel specific evaluation for cycle 10, was recently used to calculate fluence
'

accumulated through cycle 9 (8.6 EFPY in March,1993),wnd revised RTPTS values for the beltline -
materials ard presented in Table 3 cf WCAP 13208. All the RTPTS values remain below the NRC
screening values using projected fluences for both the end-of. life,32 EFPY, and 48 EFPY, except the
lower shcIl plate B6903-1, the tuost limi!ing tuatcrial in the vessel beltline region. This resultv

g necessitates implementation of flux reduction for the Unit I vessel.
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Flux Reduction Program

In order to reach the end-of design life, a flux reduction on the order of 197 to 1.15, depending on
219

n!cin and maintain the RTPTStime of implernentation, is needed to limit the fluence 10 3.76 x 10
value for B6903L1 below 270"F, The upper shelf energy at that lluence is projected to be 50.9 it-lbs ,

'
using RO 1.99 Rev 2. The analysis goes beyond the license life by projecting the limiting fluence to 48
EFPY in older to maintain the option to consider extended life goals. The goal of the flux reduction
program, in any case, must be to stay below the limiting fluence requirement.

OPTIONS

WCAP.13208 presents aa integrated approach to Oux reduction locluding fuel management and
internals modifications. These options are descril-41 generically w!!h the more effective flux reduction
methods requiring more exter:ive evaluaticns for plant specific application.

IMPLEMENTATION

The program for implenientation of flux reduction measures is a coordinated approach invohing the
integrity of the reactor vessel, the effect on plant operating criteria, outage scheduling, and fuels
management and vessel modifications.

The results of the November PTS evaluation |2] were asecssed and the decision was immediately
made to implemcat a fucts raanagement based flus reduction option. At that time, the core design for
cycle 10 was being developeel md maximum benefit could be achieved with no scheduling delay to the
refueling outage in February,1993, with the implementation of a loading pattern modification. The

4cycle 10 core loading design willincorporate the L P low. low leakage loading pattern. The fast
4neutron exposure calculations for the L P loading pattern were specific to Unit 1 in WCAP-13208

using the information available with the detailed core design for cycle 10.The results of the fluencc
projections calcul 4ted for this optian confirm 1 hat the Unit I vessei will meet the regulations in the
PTS rule at 32 EFPY.

FUTURE ACrlONS

Further flux reduction will require additional vezel specific evaluations to implement the most
effective flux reduction options. The setions ta be taken are:

Flux reduction goals will be determined based on the desired vessel life and the potential for code*

and regulatory issues to affect the attainment of that desired life.
A vessel specific evaluation will be performed to determine the Inodifications necessary to meet*

the flux reduction goals and identify I he possible implementation times.
A schedule for implementation will be pt epared based on the vessel specific evaluations, the*-

complexity of the modifications, and future outage activity,

REFERENCCS

[1] * Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No.1; Docket No. 50-334, License No. DPR-66; 10 CFR

50.61 (b) (1) RT PTS Submittal"

[2] WCAP-13106," Evaluation of Pressurized Thermal Shock for Beaver Valley Unit 1",J.M. Chicots
and N.K. Ray, November,1991.
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l. INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has amended the Pressur ced Thermal

Shock (PTS) Rule effective from June 14, 1991 (1). Westinghouse evaluated
pressurized thermal shock for the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel using
this revised PTS rule. This evaluation showed that the vessel would exceed the
PTS screening criteria prior to 32 EFPY, The PTS Rule requires that any

utility expected to exceed the screening criteria prior to license expiration
submit an analysis and schedule for the implementation of a flux reduction
program to avoid exceeding the PTS screening criteria. This report will

describe the methodology for d veloping a flux reduction program and examine
-

potential benefits of flux reduction to demonstrate reactor vessel integrity
for different time spans for the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel.

2. GENERIC NEUTRON FLUX REDUCTION PROGRAM

Industry studies have indicated that the reactor pressure vessel may be the
limiting component with respect to attaining the desired life and life
extension for many nuclear power plants. The primary reactor vessel life
attainment issue is concerned with the prevention of non-ductile failure of the
reactor vessel , which is subject to neutron radiation embrittlement effects.
For those vessels where this concern exists during its anticipated operational
life, t' e implementation of neutron flux reduction programs can play a -n

significant role in attaining its desired life.

There are three basic operational-issues affected by radiation embrittlement of
the reactor vessel: pressurized thermal shock (PTS), low upper shelf energy,
and heatup and cooldown pressure-temperature limits. Since a neutron flux
reduction program can effect the:e issues differently and since there is a
range of neutron flux reduction methods available, an integrated approach is
required, as suggested in Figure 1.

1
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| FIGURE 1. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO NEUTRON FLUX REDUCTION
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3. CENERIC NEUTRON FLUX REDUCTION G0ALS

The first step in developing a flux reduction program is to assess the need for
flux reduction and to set a flux reduction goal. In order to set flux
reduction goals, a target end-of-life fluence must first be established. In

setting the target end-of-life fluence, a variety of key issues niay be taken
into consideration to ensure setting the correct target. The first issue that
is considered is PTS, PTS is assessed using the latest radiation embrittlement
prediction methods specified by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the

PTS Rule (1). The upper shelf frt.cture toughness of the critical plates and
welds is addressed next. Finally, the end-of-life heatup and cooldown curves
are evaluated to ensure operability witFin the limits that are imposed by
technical and administrative requirements.

Neutron fluence limits are established for end-of-licensed life, end-of-design
life, and -life extension. These neutron fluence limits are used to calculate
required flux reduction factors that, in turn, are used to establish the
neutron flux reduction goals for the critical material in the reactor vessel.
These flux reduction factors are calculated for the matrix of issues under
consideration for each of the critical materials,

in order to determine the required flux reduction factors, assumptions must be
made relative to when the neutron flux reduction measures will be implemented
and what neutron flux rate is used for neutron fluence projections. The

following equations are then u.eed to calculate the required flux reduction ,

factors:

Remaining Fluence - Limiting Fluence - Fluence at Implementation

,

! Required Flux = Remainina F14gnsa
! Remaining Time

,

Current FluxRequired Flux Reduction Factor -
j Required Flux

|

l'

3
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A' required flux reduction factor is determined for each critical vessel
'

material and the governing neutron embrittlement issues. Ranges of flux
reduction goals are then established for each critical vessel location relative
to the fluence limits and required flux reduction factors. These goals

represent the required reduction in neutron flux to achieve a desired vessel
life relative to the current in-place fuel loading patterns. The flux
reduction goals provide guidance for fuel management and reactor vessel
internals localized shielding designs. Separate goals are defined for each of
these mitigative actions to address the license life, design life and plant
life extension considerations.

To further support the definition of flux reduction goals for the reactor
vessel, flux reduction factor versus time of implementation curves are
developed for the most limiting material, as exerrplified on a generic basis in
Figure 2.

Required' flux reduction factor'

10 nox
48 EFPY naduction

9 - opuons

8 -

7 - "

^""'^''"9'6 -

Replacement /
- Rcpair$ _

4 Advanced fuel

.3 -
25.8 EFPY mgmt. &

interr,ais mod.

2 _ Advwced fuel mgmt.
'

or intema!s mod.
_ _ _

0
4 8 12 16 20 24 28

| lime of implementation (EFPY)
|-
|

! FIGURE 2. REQUIRED FLUX REDtJCTION FACTORS
1
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4. GENERIC NEUTRON FLUX REDUCTION OPTIONS

There is a range of' alternative flux reduction methods available via fuel
management and localized vessel shielding. The amount of flux reduction
required or desired and the limiting vessel material location will determine
the options which can be considered. Table I shows the estimated flux
reduction factors which may be achieved by the implementation of alternative
flux reduction methods basei on available generic information. It is important

to note that these are generic estimates and the actual amount of flux
reduction that can be achieved will vary from plant to plant.

.

TABLE 1
.,

ESTIMATED FLUX REDUCTION FACTORS FOR ALTERNATIVE FLUX REDUCTION METHODS

POTENTIAL FLUX
OPTION REDUCTION FACTOR

FUEL MANAGEMENT

4LP 1.0 - 1.5

4L P + Poisons 1.3 - 2.2

4L P +' Poisons + 1.5 - 3.0
Modified Assembly

SHIELDING

Replacement of Thermal
Shield with Neutron Pads 1.0 - 3.0
(Stainless Steel)

-_

Replacement of Thermal
Shield with Neutron Pads- 1.5 - 3,0

(Heavy Metal)

Replacement'of Reactor
Vessel Internals 3.0 - 5.0

5
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4'.1 Flux Reduction Throuah fuel Manaaement

There are two basic concerns, technical and economic, that must be addressed

}: when making decisions regarding which flux reduction alternative to implement.
This reports considers only the technical concerns. The goal of a flux
reduction program is to achieve a desired plant life and, therefore, reactor
vessel life. Not all flux reduction actions achieve this goal. There are many

fuel management options which may be implemented to reduce the neutron flux in
the reactor vessel, however, not-all may be feasible for implementation in all
plants. Furthermore, the amount of flux reduction achieved from each option is
plant specific, in performing a plant specific evaluation, a set of criteria

- that can be used by core designers to estimate the flux reduction factors which
can be achieved with each of the fuel management options is first developed.
These criteria may include restrictions on peripheral assembly powers
consistent with the desired flux reductions. Next, the flux reduction benefits

and implementation cost of fuel management options are examined. The options
are grouped into categories for convenience. These options are presented in
Table 2.

4,2 Flux Reduction Throuah Vessel Shieldina
.

There may be a number of internals modification schemes and design concepts
identified for each of the following categories to reduce the neutron flux at
the limiting areas of the vessel beltline region via vessel shielding:

1) Modify existing thermal shield

2) Replace thermal shield with neutron pads

3) - Modify baffle-barrel region to include neutron reflector

4) -Reactor internals replacement

Mechanical and hydraulic interface and design criteria. between the reactor
vessel and internals are reviewed relative to each of the modifications / designs
defined above. One-dimensional- neutron transport calculations are performed to
estimate the neutron flux reduction benefit of each option.

,

;

i
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TABLE 2

FUEL MANAGEMENT FLUX REDUCTION OPTIONS
_

GROUP OPTIONS

1) Loading Pattern a) Annual fuel cycles
Modifications

3b) Low leakage loading Pattern (L p)

c) Multi-enrichment regions

d) High discharge burnup
,

4e) Low-low leakage loading pattern (L P)

2) Poisons in Guide Tubes a) Peripheral poisons

b) Peripheral burnable poisons

3) Modified Assembly a) Radial blanket rods
Designs

b) Variable enrichment assemblies

c) Stainless steel rods or cells

4) Psdial Assembly a) Dummy assemblies
Designs

b) Radial half assemblies

c) Peripheral burnable poisons with!

large water holes

L 5) Other a) Reconstitutable assembly
|

. - , .

:
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As indicated in Table 1, on a generic basis the largest flux reduction factors
are found to be achievable with changes to the existing reactor internals and
more so with new designs of replacement reactor internals. The process for

implementation of an internals modification / replacement program is complex.
After selecting a preferred modification option and preferred rep'lacement
concept, anJassessment of the potential to meet design criteria on the reactor
vessel internals for each option, as well as the licensability and cost / benefit ;

analysis is performed.

The costs for modification of the existing internals or for replacement of
reactor internals, in attempting to marimize plant life by significantly
reducing neutron flux, are estimated to approach an order of magnitude beyond'

4t- <ctsts of implementing advanced fuel management schemes, depending on the

< >i. sit of the changes.

|

4.3 Implementation Decisions

Additional flux reduction versus time of implementation curves can be generated
to assist -in the decisions that will have to be made relative to the
implementation of a flux reduction measures via advanced fuel management or
localized vessel shielding. These curves show the effect of implementing the
flux reduction program. An example is shown in Figure 3. These curves are
best estimates of the flux reduction which can be achieved on a generic basis
through the selected method.

8
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FIGURE 3. EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTING A FLUX REDUCTION PROGRAM

5. BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1 FLUX REDUCTION EVALUATION

A preliminary assessment of the flux reduction requirements was performed for
the Duquesne Light Company Beaver Valley Unit-1 reactor vessel. Flux reduction
goals for the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel were established for license

life (defined for this evaluation to be 32 EFPY) as well as for extended life
(48 EFPY) for the key issues related to neutron embrittlement, i.e. pressurized
thermal shock, low upper shelf energy, and heatup and cooldown pressure
temperature limits. The goals were determined by establishing fluence limitt,
and flux reduction factors required to keep the reactor vessel in compliance-
with regulatory limits (primarily PTS) through the desired time periods. The

current condition of the reactor vessel was taken into acccont in this ;
i evaluation.

!

9
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5.1 Initial Pressurized Thermal Shock Evaluation

Pressurized thermal shock evaluations (RTPTS values) were performed using the
PTS rule. These calculations were carried out for the entire beltline region |

of the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel as a function of end-of-life (32

EFPY) and 48 EFPY fluence values. The fluence data was generated based on the

average flux at the end of the last fuel cycle (Cycle 9). Table 3 provides a

summary of the RTPTS values for all the beltline region materials for 32 and
48 EFPY. As indicated in Table 3, the lower shell plate B6903-1 is the most

limiting material yielding a RTPTS value of 271*F at 32 EFPY which
exceeds the applicable PTS screening criteria of 270'F. In order for
Beaver Valley Unit I to continue to operate through the design life (32 EFPY),
flux reduction measures must be implemented.

TABLE 3

VALUES FOR BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1 FOR 32 AND 48 EFPYRTPTS

MATERIAL 32 EFPY* 48 EFPY*
- .

Intermediate Shell 213 221

i P1 ate, 86607-1
L

i Intermediate Shell 243 251

| Plate, B6607-2
!

| Lower Shell Plate, 86903-1 271 284
:

| Lower Shell Plate, B7203-2 187 -195
!

L Circumferential Weld Seam 190 200

| 11-714 (Wire Ht. 90136) <

Longitudinal Weld Seam 185 206

19-714A&B (Wire Ht. 305424)
;

j Longitudinal- Weld Seam 202 225
20-714A&B (Wire-Ht. 305414)

* RTPTS values are in degrees Fahrenheit.'

10
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'.2 Ly11uation of Other Reactor Vessel Concerns5

in addition to PTS, two other operational issues should be addressed; low upper
shelf energy of the critical welds and plates, and the end-of-life heatup and
cooldown pressure-temperature limits.

The upper shelf energy decreases as a function of fluence and copper content.
The objective of the pertinent regulations is to assure that the upper shelf
energy of the material at normal operating temperatures is maintained above the
minimum 50 ft-lb Charpy energy value prescribed by 10 CFR 50 Appendix G [6].
The decrease in upper shelf energy for the limiting materials for Beaver Valley
Unit I was calculated for 32 and 48 EFPY based upon the conservative

methodology presented in U. S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.99, Rev. 2 [3]. The

results indicate that the upper shelf energy will drop to 50.8 at 32 EFPY,
which is above the mininum 50 ft-lb limit given in 10CFR50 Appendix G [6].
Additional plant specific evaluations may result in higher values but this
issue has not been addressed as part of this flux reduction evaluation.

The heatup and cooldown pressure-temperature limits are defined to prevent
.

non-ductile fracture of the reactor vessel while at lower temperatures during
reactor startup and shutdown. The objective of flux reduction in regard to .

-

heatup and cooldown pressure-temperature limits is to maintain the RTNDT

values at-the 1/4 and-3/4 wall thickness locations to values that do not result
in' operating limits that could impair plant startup or shutdown. This issue
was previously addressed in " Beaver Valley Unit 1 Reactor Vessel Life

Attainment Plan" [4]. As a result of this evaluation it was concluded that
Beaver Valley Unit 1 has acceptable margin of operation up to 48 EFPY provided
i) the reactor vessel core maintains the current or lower flux level, ii) no
significant change is identified for material chemistry in the beltline region,
and iii)- there is no significant change in the applicable regulatory
requirements.

11
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5.3 Flux Reduction Goals for Beaver Valley Unit 1

In order to set flux reduction goals, a target end-of-life fluence must first
be established. The PTS issue was the primary issue considered in determining
the limiting fluence for Beaver Valley Unit 1. Fluence limits were established
for both end-of-design life and life extension for 20 additional calendar years
of operation based upon the limiting material as calculated in the PTS
evaluation. The end-of-design life was assumed to be 32 effective full power
yeac's (EFPY) and life extension was assumed to be 48 EFPY. The limiting

fluente to maintain RTPTS values below 270*F was calculated to be 3.76 x
210l9-n/cm ,

The required flux reduction factors were calculated using the results of the

PTS evaluation [2]. The following assumptions were used in determining the
required flux reduction factors:

o 'The average flux of Cycles 1 through 6 [5] was updated to include
Cycles 7, 8 and 9. The updated flux was then used to calculate the
fluence accumulated through Cycle 9 (8.6 EFPY).*

A required flux reduction factor was determined for the limiting material in
the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel beltline region. To further support
the definition-of flux reduction goals for the Beaver Valley Unit 1 reactor
vessel, flux ~ reduction factor versus time of implementation curves were
developed for 32 and 48 EFPY. These curves are shown in Figure 4.

Relative to the fluence and required flux reduction factor results that were '
. presented-in Figure 4, ranges of flux reduction may be established. These

goals represent the required reduction in neutron flux relative to the current

[-
fuel loading pattern necessary for Beaver Valley- Unit 1 to remain below the PTS
screening criteria and obtain the desired plant life as presented in Table 4.'

The flux reduct. ion goals, having been established for the limiting location in
the -beltline region-of the Beaver Valley reactor vessel, provides guidance for
the selection of mitigative actions to enable Beaver Valley to operate to 32 or
48 EFPY and remain below the PTS screening criteria.

12
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FIGURE 4. REQUIRED FLUX REDUCTION FACTORS FOR

BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1 FOR 32 AND 48 EFPY

TABLE 4

RANGE OF REQUIRED. FLUX REDUCTION FACTORS

FOR BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1

*
EFPY Flux Reduction Factor

32 1,07 ---> 1,15

48- 1,82 --->-2.67
'

;- ,

* Range based on implemantation at 9 --> 20 EFPY

l 13
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There'is a range of neutron flux reduction options available via fuel
'1anagement-and localized vessel shielding. As shown in figure 4, the need for
action is readily apparent considering; 1) Beaver Valley Unit I has been in
operation for about 10 EFPY, 2) the potential flux reduction factors that can
be attained via fuel _ management and/or vessel shielding measures, and 3) the
desired plant lifetimes. The amount of flux reduction required or desired and
the limiting vessel location will determine the options which can be
considered. Table 1 shows the potential flux reduction factor which may be
achieved based on prior generic information from some of the various methods of
flux reduction,

The following two flux reduction alternatives were selected by Duquesne Light
Company for evaluation for use in the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel:

41. Low-low leakage loading pattern 6 P),

42. L P utilizing non-burnable neutron poisons in guide tubes of
4peripheral fuel assemblies (L P + Hafnium).

Flux reduction factors were estimated for each option. The method used to

estimate the neutron flux rate for each option are detailed in the following
sections.

.

4 '

5.4 - Neutron Flux Estimates for L P Fuel loadina Patterri

The fast neutron exposure calculations for Beaver Valley Unit I were based on a
series of adjoint discrete ordinates transport calculations relating the fast

| neutron flux (E > 1.0 MeV) at several azimuthal locations on the pressure

i vessel inner radius to neutron source distributions in the reactor core. The

L importance functions generated from these adjoint analyses, when combined with

| cycle specific neutron source distributions, provided absolute predictions of
| neutron _ exposure at the locations of interest. It is important to note that

the cycle specific source distributions utilized in these analyses included not
only spatial variations of fission rates within the reactor core; but, also
accounted for the effects of varying neutron yield per fission and fission
spectrum introduced by the build-in of plutonium as the burnup of individual

|
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fuel assemblies increased. 1

1

-The transport calculations were carried out in R,0 geometry using the DOT
two-dimensional discrete ordinates code and the SAILOR cross-section library. i

lhe SAILOR library is a 47 group LNDFB-IV ba;ed data set produced specifically
for light water reactor applications, in these analyses, anisotropic

scattering was treated with a P3 expansion of the cross-sections and the
angular discretization was- modeled with an S8 order of angular quadrature.

In the case of the L .with hafnium absorbers, specific transport calculations
4

were not carried due to the lack of a detailed core design. Instead, estimates

of the flux reduction over that observed with L P alone were based on4

measured comparisons from cavity dosimetry deployed at a plant utilizing the
L P with hafnium approach.4

5.5- Revised _frg,ssurized Thermal Shock Evaluation

RTpts values were calculated for each of the components in the beltline
region of the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel using the fluence projections

! calculated for the two flux reduction aptions evaluated. The results are

! presented in Tables 5 and 6. .

!

.
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TABLE 5

RTPTS VALUES FOR BEAVER VALLEY UNIT 1 FOR 32 AND 48 EFPY
4BASED UPCN IMPLEMENTATION OF L P**

MATERIAL 32 EFPY* 48 EFPY*

Intermediate Shell 210 218
Plate, B6607-1

Intermediate Shell 240 248
P1 ate, B6607-2

Lower Shell Plate, B6903-1 266 280

Lower Shell Plate, B7203-2 185 192

Circumferential Weld Seam 186 197
11-714 (Wire Ht 90136)

i

Lon91tudinal Weld Seam 188 210i

19-714A&B (Wire Ht. 305424),

Longitudinal Weld Seam 206 230
20-714A&B (Wire Ht. 305414)

*
RTPTS values are in degrees Fahrenheit.

** Based upon implementation at Cycle 10. -
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TABLE 6

VALUES FOR BEAVfR VALLEY UNIT 1 FOR 32 AND 48 EFPYRTPTS
4BASED UPON lHPLEMENTATION OF L P 4 HAFNIUM **

MATERIAL 32 EFPY* 48 EFPY*

Intermediate Shell 206 214
Plate, B6607-1

Intermediate Shell 236 244
Plate, B6607-2

Lower Shell Plate, B6903-1 259 272

Lower Shell Plate, 87203-2 181 188

Circumferential Weld Seam 180 191

11-714 (Wire Ht. 90136)

longitudinal Weld Scam 188 210

19-714A&B (Wire Ht. 305424)

Longitudinal Weld Seam 206 230

20-714A&B (Wire Ht. 305414)

*
RTPTS values are in degrees Fahrenheit.

4**
Based upon implementation of L P fuel loading

4pattern at Cycle 10 and L P+ Hafnium at Cycle 11.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Flux reduction provides a viable means to improve or resolve reactor vessel
integrity issues associated with radiation embrittlement of reactor vessel
materials. In order for the Beaver Valley Unit I reactor vessel RTPTS values
to remain below 270*F through 32 EFPY,- a flux reduction program must be

implemented to address PTS concerns. Either of the two flux reduction methods
evaluated in this report if implemented at the next fuel cycle (Cycle 10) are

^: estimated to enable the Beaver Valley Unit I vessel to meet the regulations set
forth in the PTS rule at 32 EFPY. These advanced fuel management schemes

should be technically and economically considered for implementation via more

17
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detailed plan specific evaluation as soon as possible in ordr to maximize
their benefit or provide sufficient time to consider other mitigative actions
for cchieving 32 EfPY or plant life extension (48 EfPY). A lead time of up to
four years is nee 6ed for implementation of vessel shielding designs. These

,

more extensive actions should be performed during a planned, extended outage
for other plant operations (e.g.,10 year in service inspection) to be
cost-effective.
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